Dorian Marié
Experienced Ruby Engineer, Dreamer, French
“Live as if you were to die tomorrow; learn as if you were to live
forever.” — Mahatma Gandhi

Experience
2010–Present Freelancer, DoMa, France.
Working with customers online and in France
○␣ Online store in Ruby on Rails for a Portland-based coffee-related software company
○␣ Development and design of printed guides, flyers and websites for shops;
○␣ Scrapping of cooking recipes, shopping websites, and popular instagram users;

November Backend engineer, Trusted, San Francisco, CA, Ruby.
2016–June ○␣ Adding and updating API calls to help scale the business and delight our users;
2017 ○␣ Helping on various front, including fixing live production data and various issues;
September Full stack engineer, Bespoke Post, New York City, US, Ruby & Javascript.
2013–August I handled most of the technical tasks for two years in a NYC startup, while we tripled the number
2015 of employees and multiplied our revenue by 10x.
Some tasks I accomplished:
○␣ Allowing products to be grouped as one product with complex rules;
○␣ Creating a template language based on Liquid to be able to create any page dynamically;
○␣ Having most pages and API calls fully cacheable, and other performance improvements;
○␣ Migrated to a fully responsive and modulable design, including redesigns;

Education
2010–2018 Computer science, Engineering, University of Technology of Troyes, France.
Master engineering diploma: PHP, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Java, C, Algorithms, etc.

2005–now Programming, Self-Taught, France.
I learned Python, C, C++, PHP, HTML, CSS, JavaScript and Ruby by myself. I’m still learning
everyday, contributing to open-source projects and going to events.

Skills I like to use
Backend Ruby, Rails, RSpec, SQL
Frontend CoffeeScript, JavaScript, SASS, CSS, HTML, React
Tools Git, Heroku, Linux, OSX

Languages
French Native speaker
English Advanced
Spanish Beginner

Born and raised in France
Worked with english-speaking coworkers
Lived in Argentina and Mexico for three months each

Æ US: +1 (415) 621-9825
Q dorian@doma.io

• Æ France: +33 7 83 86 21 19
•  doma.io/dorian • 7 bydorian •  dorian

